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ABSTRACT The effects of Hofmeister anions on the perpendicular and lateral equation-of-state (EOS) of the dipalmitoyl-
phosphatidylcholine lamellar phase discussed in the companion article are here examined using appropriate free energy models
for the intra- and interbilayer interactions. Minimizing the free energy with respect to the two basic geometrical parameters of the
lamellar phase, which are the interbilayer water thickness, dw, and the lipid headgroup area, aL, provides the perpendicular
(osmotic pressure balance) and lateral EOS. Standard models were used for the hydration, undulation, and Van der Waals
attractive force between the bilayers in the presence of electrolytes whereas two alternative treatments of electrostatic interactions
were used to obtain ‘‘binding’’ or ‘‘partitioning’’ constants of anions to the lipid bilayers both in the absence and in the presence of
sodium binding. The computed binding constants depend on anion type and follow the Hofmeister series, but were found to
increase with electrolyte concentration, implying that the local binding approximation cannot ﬁt bilayer repulsion data. The
partitioning model was also found inadequate at high electrolyte concentrations. The ﬁtting attempts revealed two additional
featuresworthy of future investigation. First, atmaximumswelling in the presenceof electrolytes the osmotic pressure of the bilayer
system cannot be set equal to zero. Second, at high salt concentrations an additional repulsion appears to come into effect in the
presenceof strongly adsorbinganions suchas IorSCN. Both thesephenomenamay reﬂect an inconsistent treatment of the ion-
surface interactions, which have an impact on the osmotic pressure. Alternatively, they may arise from bulk solution nonidealities
that cannot be handled by the classical Poisson-Boltzmann formalism. The inability of current models to explain the ‘‘lateral’’ EOS
by ﬁtting theareaper lipid headgroupasa function of salt typeand concentration shows that current understanding of phospholipid-
ion interactions is still very incomplete.
INTRODUCTION
In the companion article in this series (1) we described os-
motic stress experiments on dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine
(DPPC) bilayers (above the chain melting temperature) in the
presence of a range of concentrations of various sodium
salts. The objective was to use DPPC bilayers in water (La
phase in equilibrium with excess water) as a model system
for the investigation of the mechanism of action of mono-
valent anions belonging to the Hofmeister series (2–4). Here
we undertake a quantitative analysis, by ﬁtting both the
‘‘perpendicular’’ (osmotic pressure versus bilayer distance,
logP vs. dw) and the ‘‘lateral’’ (area per DPPC headgroup,
aL, as a function of salt type and concentration) equation-of-
state (EOS) data to interaction models that take into account
the effects of salts.
Osmotic stress experiments (5–7) are currently the prin-
cipal method to measure the osmotic pressure EOS of phos-
pholipid bilayers (5–15). Much less work has been done on
the measurement of the lateral compressibility of bilayers or
the lateral EOS (16). Correspondingly, theoretical attention
has mostly focused on the perpendicular EOS (17–24) and
seldom on the lateral EOS (24–27). The area per headgroup
is however obtained from a combination of complementary
measurements, and the lateral EOS provides an additional
opportunity (and a challenge) to test models for speciﬁc ion
effects. A successful model should in fact be capable of re-
producing both the perpendicular and lateral EOS of lipid
bilayers. The simplest way to simultaneously work on both
EOS is to consider a free energy expression for the bilayer
system, which contains both in-plane and out-of-plane com-
ponents, and also, inevitably, cross-terms. Minimization of
the free energy with respect to the two principal geometric
parameters, dw and aL, eventually provides the two EOS.
In this approach it is necessary to have available a complete
free energy expression for a system of interacting bilayers,
which must contain all terms that depend on dw and aL.
The interaction between bilayers is supposed to be the
sum of three to four ‘‘independent’’ forces, some of them
empirical in nature, all of which introduce adjustable param-
eters. In this work we use the four standard interactions that
appear in almost all recent related investigations (8–19,23),
namely the Van der Waals attractive force, the hydration
force, the ﬂuctuation force and the electrostatic force. The ef-
fect of electrolytes on the Hamaker constant and bending
rigidity of DPPC bilayers is here treated according to liter-
ature information, which suggests that the Hamaker constant
could be reduced by 50% or more (23,28,29) and the bend-
ing rigidity should also decrease (30) in speciﬁc ways in the
presence of electrolytes. In addition, we make the usual
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assumption (8,17,19,23,31,32) that the preferential associa-
tion of one or both ions of the electrolyte with the neutral
phospholipid headgroups generates charged layers at the lipid-
water interfaces, which create an additional electrostatic re-
pulsion over what is observed in the absence of electrolytes.
There are several alternative ways to model this ion-lipid
association however, as we recently discussed (33). In this
attempt we use both the local binding approach, and also a
‘‘penetration’’ model, which assumes that anions penetrate
uniformly the lipid headgroup layer, although alternative
models have been proposed (22,24). These two models were
found to be nonequivalent in the case of DPPC monolayers
at the air-water interface ((34); E. Leontidis, L. Belloni, and
A. Aroti, unpublished data). The penetration model is not a
new idea, since it has been used in the past to model the sur-
face pressure of insoluble monolayers at the air-water inter-
face (35) and also the surfaces of soft colloidal particles like
micelles (36). However, it is used here in the spirit of the
more general picture of an ‘‘active interface’’, according to
which ions may preferentially partition inside a lipid layer
provided that this layer is disordered enough and that the sys-
tem gains free energy from the liberation of water molecules
of the ﬁrst hydration shells (33,34,37).
The lateral EOS is obtained from the minimization of the
free energy with respect to the headgroup area. There is no
established way to partition the intralayer free energy into
‘‘independent’’ components. The in-plane terms are assumed
here to be: a), the lipid-water ‘‘contact’’ free energy, mod-
eled as an interfacial tension term; b), the contribution of the
conformational entropy of the lipid tails; and c), the non-
electrostatic repulsive energy between headgroups (24–27,
33,38–41). Cross-terms, describing interactions between two
bilayer sheets, also contribute to the lateral EOS. These are
the electrostatic energy and the Van der Waals interaction,
since both depend on the headgroup area of the lipids.
We believe that the use of two alternative electrostatic
models for the ion-lipid association, the examination of the
effect of both anion and sodium binding on the lipid head-
groups, and—most importantly—the combined modeling of
perpendicular and lateral EOS information presented in this
work provide a comprehensive modeling platform to improve
our understanding of speciﬁc salt effects on lipid systems. To
our knowledge, an investigation of such a wide range does
not exist in the relevant literature to date.
Theoretical analysis
Steps toward the derivation of the perpendicular
and lateral EOS
In the companion article (1) we have described the experi-
mental system of bilayer stacks swollen by water and im-
mersed in a solution of polymeric chains that cannot penetrate
the lipid phase. In the osmotic stress experiment it is generally
assumed that the polymer solution acts as an inﬁnite reser-
voir of water and ions for the bilayer phase, its osmotic
pressure remaining largely unaffected as salt is added (1,5,34).
With this basic assumption we focus only on the free energy
of the lipid bilayer phase. To properly formulate EOS for this
phase one can start either from a partition function of the
bilayer system (38,42,43) or from an empirical free energy
expression (21,22,24–27). Although it is a very difﬁcult
problem to dissect the bilayer free energy into physically
distinct components, an empirical break-up of the free energy
is adopted by most workers in the area, and will be attempted
in this work as well. We will write the free energy as a
function of two principal geometric parameters, which we
choose to be the interbilayer water thickness, dw, and the area
per lipid headgroup, aL. Experimentally, dw is obtained from
the measured period of the lamellar phase, D, and the lipid
volume fraction in that phase, uL (1,5–13).
dw ¼ D bL ¼ Dð1 uLÞ: (1)
The area per headgroup is also indirectly obtained from
the same data through the bilayer thickness, bL, as explained
in the previous article (1):
aL ¼ 23ML3 vL
bL3NAV
; (2)
where ML is the lipid molecular weight, NAV is Avogadro’s
number, and vL is the partial speciﬁc volume of the phos-
pholipid molecule. The free energy of the bilayer stack con-
tains intralayer (lateral) terms, bilayer-interaction terms, and
coupling or cross-terms. The electrostatic term is such a
cross-term at close distances, since it may depend on both
principal geometric parameters. The Van der Waals attrac-
tion is another such term, since it depends on dw and bL, the
latter being related to the headgroup area through Eq. 2. We
assume that the reference state for the calculation of free
energy differences is a hypothetical lipid ‘‘crystal’’ contain-
ing nL molecules at the temperature of the experiment (26,
39,40) and an inﬁnite electrolyte solution with a monovalent
salt concentration equal to CN. We write the total free energy
difference per mol of lipid as follows:
DFtot ¼ DFintra1DFinter1DFcross; (3)
and we assume, as a ﬁrst approximation, that
DFintra ¼ DFL=W1DFheadrep1DFconf (4)
DFinter ¼ DFhydr1DFund (5)
DFcross ¼ DFele1DFvdw: (6)
The intrabilayer free energy contains contributions from
the lipid-water interfacial energy, the headgroup nonelectro-
static repulsion, and the conformational entropy of the tails.
We initially assume that these depend only on aL, which is a
good approximation in the absence of salts. However, in the
presence of salts these terms may depend on dw, through the
ionic adsorption taking place, as will be discussed below.
The hydration and undulation forces are considered as pure
interbilayer interaction terms depending only on dw. This is a
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usual assumption in the literature, but it must be pointed out
that the nature of the hydration force and its effect on the un-
dulation force are still poorly understood (5–7,10,11,44–55).
Electrostatic and dispersion interactions depend on both
dw and aL and are viewed as cross-terms. The osmotic
pressure is obtained from the free energy difference via:
1
aLNAV
@DFtot
@dw
 
aL ;T;nL
¼ Ptot: (7)
If the in-plane free energy terms of Eq. 4 do not depend on
dw, they do not contribute to the osmotic pressure, and Eq. 7
leads to the usual expression for the osmotic pressure, with
the four terms (hydration, undulation, dispersion, electro-
statics) currently used by most investigators, as mentioned
before. Also starting from DFtot and minimizing with respect
to aL at ﬁxed dw, T, nL, we obtain the lateral EOS of the
bilayer system, assuming that the bilayers are laterally free to
adopt the optimal area per molecule:
@DFtot
@aL
 
dw ;T;nL
¼ 0: (8)
The DFinter terms of Eq. 5, which depend only on dw, will
not contribute to the lateral EOS.
Perpendicular EOS
Based on Eqs. 3–7 we ﬁnd the following expression for the
applied osmotic pressure to the lipid bilayers, PTOT, as a
function of the water bilayer separation, dw:
Ptot ¼ Phydr1Pund1Pvdw1Pele: (9)
At large distances between the bilayers, the equilibrium
spacing (maximum swelling) is determined by the balance
between the attractive Van der Waals forces and either elec-
trostatic or speciﬁc hydration repulsive forces. Because DPPC
is a zwitterionic lipid, electrostatic interactions exist only
when the lipid layers are charged by ion adsorption. At
separations shorter than;20 A˚ the logPdw curve provides
valuable information about the hydration interaction, which
overwhelms electrostatics in this distance range (5–7,53–55).
In Eq. 9, Phydr is the so-called ‘‘hydration’’ repulsive force.
This is usually empirically modeled (5–7,10–19,56–61) as
an exponentially decaying function of the form:
Phydr ¼ P0edw=l; (10)
where P0 is the hydration coefﬁcient, and l is the hydration
decay length, assumed here to be independent of dw and aL.
Alternative expressions exist for this force (59,60), compli-
cating the comparison of ﬁtting parameters obtained by dif-
ferent investigators.Pund is the undulation (Helfrich) repulsive
force. The undulation force plays a role at relatively large
distances between the bilayers (50,62). This osmotic pres-
sure component can be modeled in a number of ways. We
have used here primarily the standard power-law expression
(14,15,60,61):
Pund ¼ 3p
2ðkBTÞ2
64kc
1
d
3
w
; (11)
where kc is the bending rigidity of the bilayers. For the sake
of comparison we have also used an alternative expression
that assumes coupling between the hydration and undulation
forces (51,59,62–67):
Pund ¼ pkBT
32l
P0
kcl
 1=2
e
dw=2l: (12)
Pvdw is the Van der Waals attractive force, modeled here
with an equation routinely used by all investigators today
(8,9,14,15,23,59,60), although it is strictly valid for two inter-
acting bilayers, whereas more complicated equations exist
for bilayer stacks (29,68,69):
Pvdw ¼  H
6p
1
d
3
w
1
1
ðdw1 2bLÞ3
 2ðdw1 bLÞ3
 
: (13)
Here H is the Hamaker constant, and bL is the bilayer
thickness, which is inversely proportional to the lipid head-
group area, according to Eq. 2. Pele is the electrostatic con-
tribution to the osmotic pressure. This is computed using the
osmotic pressure at the midplane between two bilayers fac-
ing each other (54,55):
Pele ¼Posm;med Posm;ref ¼ kBT+
i
fCi;med  Ci;Ng
¼ kBT +
i
Ci;N exp ziqeumed
kBT
 
 1
  
: (14)
Here, Ci,N is the concentration of ionic species i in the
reference solution and Ci,med and umed are the ionic con-
centration and the electrostatic potential at the midplane be-
tween the bilayers. Equation 14 implies that both the solution
between the bilayers and the reference solution behave
ideally and follow Van t’ Hoff’s law. Although this is a
standard assumption in the literature (8,14,15,54,55), it is a
point that must be remembered when discussing the results.
In addition, the last equality in Eq. 14 assumes a Poisson-
Boltzmann-type description for the diffuse double layer
forming between two bilayers. The computation of Pele can
be carried out numerically and requires the solution of the
electrostatic problem between the bilayers and the calcula-
tion of the midplane potential, umed. Alternative models for
the double layer will provide different values for umed, hence
different Pele contributions.
Lateral EOS
The part of the free energy that depends on aL is, according
to Eqs. 4 and 6:
DFðaLÞ ¼ DFintra1DFcross ¼ DFL=W1DFheadrep
1DFconf 1DFele1DFvdw: (15)
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The free energy contribution (in J (mol lipid)1) arising
from Van der Waals forces is simply the integral of Eq. 13
over dw multiplied by the area per mol of lipid:
DFvdw ¼ HNAVaL
12p
1
d
2
w
1
1
ðdw1 2bLÞ2
 2ðdw1 bLÞ2
 
: (16)
The electrostatic free energy expression depends on the
model assumed for the ionic adsorption at the lipid-water
interface and will be discussed below. For the ﬁrst three con-
tributions we use models that were effective in the prediction
of the area per surfactant molecule in lipid aggregates such as
monolayers, bilayers, and micelles in the absence of elec-
trolytes (24–27,33,38–41). We thus set:
DFL=W ¼ gNAVðaL  a0Þ: (17)
Equation 17 describes the penalty for creating a lipid-
water interface per mol of lipid; g is the interfacial tension of
this interface and a0 is the ‘‘incompressible’’ headgroup area
of a lipid molecule calculated from the cross section of a
molecular model for double-chain lipids. For DPPC we will
set a0 equal to 42 A˚
2 and g equal to 50 mN m1, values
generally acceptable for lipid-water interfaces (53,54,70–
72). The nonelectrostatic (e.g., steric) repulsions between
headgroups have been modeled with various empirical equa-
tions in the past (25,26,33,38–41,54,73), but there is no
rigorous theory for this term. Stigter and Dill (74–76) pro-
vided a complex formalism for the evaluation of the head-
group repulsion term, but it is not clear how to generalize this
treatment in the presence of salts. Mbamala et al. (27) have
recently presented an interesting model for the lipid-water
interface for a mixture of zwitterionic and cationic lipids,
which assumes that salts change the average tilt of the lipids
in a quasicontinuous way. The model assumed in their work
is difﬁcult to generalize in the case of charging by adsorption
treated here. In this investigation we adopted a hard-disk-like
formalism used by several authors in the past (26,39–41),
according to which:
DFhead-rep ¼ RTln 1 a0
aL
 
: (18)
A more elaborate equation based on the integration of the
surface pressure equation for hard disks was presented by
Yuet et al. (25). It has been tried in test calculations without
providing improved results. An additional possible equation
for the headgroup repulsion can be found in the literature
(33) and has also been examined in this work:
DFhead-rep ¼ BðmwÞ
aL  a0: (19)
B(mw) is a parameter, which depends on the chemical
potential of water, and can be considered roughly constant at
a ﬁxed salt concentration. The conﬁgurational free energy
of the lipid chains in bilayers has been calculated using
statistical mechanical theories by a number of investigators
(26,38,77–79). The work by Fattal et al. (26) explicitly pro-
vided calculations for DPPC-like lipids with two C16 tails,
albeit at 300 K. It is expected that this free energy term may
not change too much with temperature, apart from the linear
‘‘kT’’ scaling (A. Ben-Shaul, personal communication,
2007). Because we could not ﬁnd any results for 50C in
the literature, we decided to use the results of Fattal et al.
(26). We have, therefore, ﬁtted the DPPC bilayer curves pro-
vided by these authors as a function of area per molecule
with the following expression, valid for 50C:
DFconfðkJmol1Þ ¼ 55:881 2957:0 expð10:07aLÞ
1 2:981aL; (20)
where aL is in nanometers. It appears that the literature
contains almost no information about the way that the expres-
sions of Eqs. 17–20 are modiﬁed in the presence of ad-
sorbing electrolytes. It is reasonable to assume that the
presence of ions at the lipid-water interface provides further
screening of hydrophobic interactions. This effect can be
modeled by replacing a0 in Eq. 17 with a01 xbDai, where xb
is the fraction of lipid molecules with ‘‘bound ions’’ and Dai
is an ionic cross section calculated from the (hydrated) ionic
volume (for I and SCN this is close to 0.2 nm2) (80–82). It
is not obvious that a similar modiﬁcation would be appli-
cable to Eqs. 18 or 19 in the presence of salts. We assume
that Eq. 20 will not be modiﬁed in the presence of salts,
although if the headgroup tilt is strongly affected through ion
adsorption, or if anion penetration in the bilayer is too strong,
the conformational statistics of the hydrocarbon tails should
be affected.
Electrical free energy and ion adsorption models
In this work we have used quite high electrolyte concen-
trations. If the bilayer lipids were charged, the electrostatic
interactions would have been screened at high salt, and the
precise treatment of electrostatics would not matter much.
However, the bilayers acquire charge through ionic adsorp-
tion, so it is not clear at which salt concentration screening
starts to dominate the enhanced charging by adsorption. This
being the case, the proper treatment of electrostatics is crucial
in our systems. We will assume that the mean-ﬁeld Poisson-
Boltzmann equation sufﬁces to describe the diffuse part of
the double layer created between two lipid bilayers. We will
ignore the coupling between water polarization and electro-
statics (32,53,83–85), local dielectric saturation effects (86–
89), and ion-ion interactions (90–91) and will concentrate
only on the mechanism of ion adsorption at the lipid-water
interface. Two alternative models are used for this adsorption
process.
Model of local binding
Ion binding to the headgroups of the lipid molecules DPPC
(Fig. 1 a) has often been modeled as a chemical reaction at
the surface between an ion (here a monovalent anion) A
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and a neutral lipid L0 (DPPC) to form a charged lipid
complex, LA (8,17,18,36,42,43,92–98): L01A% LA.
The binding constant KA of the above reaction is deﬁned as:
KA ¼ ½LA

½L0½A
s
¼ xbð1 xbÞCA;N expðqeu0=kBTÞ
; (21)
where xb is the percentage of lipid molecules that have
acquired a charge through anion binding, CA,N is the con-
centration of ion A in the reference solution in (mol m3),
and u0 is the electrostatic potential at the binding plane that
is created due to anion adsorption on the lipid headgroups.
The surface charge density s is given by the Grahame equa-
tion (53–55):
s ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8RT CA;Ne0e
p
sinh
qeu0
2kBT
 
¼ qexb
aL
: (22)
Here the minus sign reﬂects the negative charge that builds at
the lipid surface upon anion adsorption. Equations 21 and 22
constitute the basis of a charge regulation model often used
in calculations in colloid and biophysical chemistry (99–
101). For an assumed value of KA the system of Eqs. 21 and
22 can be used to generate xb, u0, and s. The nonlinear
Poisson-Boltzmann equation is solved between the two
bilayers with the boundary conditions: dudx
	 

x¼0¼  se0e; anddu
dx
	 

x¼dw=2¼ 0: When the complete potential proﬁle u(x) is
calculated, the electrostatic contribution to the osmotic pres-
sure is obtained using Eq. 14, whereas the electrostatic free
energy needed in Eq. 15 (in J (mol lipid)1) is given by the
expression ((34); E. Leontidis, L. Belloni, and A. Aroti,
unpublished data):
DFele ¼ 2xbRTtanh qeu0
4kBT
 
1RT lnð1 xbÞ: (23)
The binding model can be generalized to treat the case of
independent sodium ion adsorption on the lipid headgroups,
although this can be expected to be weak, since the exper-
imental result of Aroti et al. (1) was that the osmotic pressure
curves in the presence of NaCl and NaBr are almost identical
to those obtained in the absence of electrolytes. Previous
attempts to ﬁt phospholipid bilayer osmotic pressure have
consistently avoided treating sodium adsorption (23,92–98).
Recent computer simulation studies of DPPC bilayers in the
presence of NaCl have revealed that sodium interacts with
the lipids more strongly than chloride (102–110). In fact, the
simulations suggest that sodium interacts with the carbonyl
groups of the lipids with a complexation mechanism, each
sodium ion coordinated by one to four different lipid mole-
cules (103,106,108). Given this evidence it appears reason-
able to examine the case of separate sodium binding. We will
however assume that sodium binds to the lipids less strongly
than the large chaotropic anions (NO3 ; I
, SCN), a notion
supported by the experimental ﬁnding that the effect of NaI
and NaSCN on the headgroup area and the interbilayer
distance is very pronounced, whereas that of NaCl or NaBr is
almost undetectable. In this case two binding constants are
needed:
KA ¼ ½LA

½L0½A ¼
xb;A
ð1 xb;A  xb;Na1 ÞCA;Nexpðqeu0=kBTÞ
(24)
KNa1¼
½LNa1 
½L0½Na1  ¼
xb;Na1
ð1 xb;A xb;Na1 ÞCNa;Nexpðqeu0=kBTÞ
;
(25)
FIGURE 1 (a) Model of local binding. Binding of the anions on the
headgroups of the DPPC molecules at a bilayer. (d) Anions; (s) cations. (b)
Model of partitioning into a diffuse lipid layer. Partitioning of the anions be-
tween the diffuse lipid layer and the bulk water at a bilayer. (d) Anions; (s)
cations.
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and Eq. 22 becomes
s¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8RTCA;Ne0e
p
sinh
qeu0
2kBT
 
¼qeðxb;A xb;Na1 Þ
aL
; (26)
whereas the electrostatic free energy is given by:
DFele ¼ 2ðxb;A  xb;Na1 ÞRTtanh
qeu0
4kBT
 
1RT lnð1 xb;A  xb;Na1 Þ: (27)
The possibility of the simultaneous binding of an anion
and a sodium ion on the same lipid molecule was not exam-
ined in this work.
Model of anion partitioning in a diffuse lipid layer
This model is based on the concept of an active diffuse inter-
face (33,34), as shown in Fig. 1 b for two approaching
bilayers. In this model, the interface (water-lipid) is divided
in two regions. For x $ d the classical nonlinear Poisson-
Boltzmann equation (PBE) applies, the analytical solution of
which for 1:1 electrolytes is as follows (53–55):
tanh
qeuðxÞ
4kBT
 
¼ tanh qeud
4kBT
 
e
kðxdÞ
; (28)
where ud is the electrostatic potential at x ¼ d and k is the
Debye length of the reference solution. The top region (0# x
, d), of thickness d, is playing an active role in the process
of ion adsorption and is responsible for the ionic ‘‘selectiv-
ity’’ of the interface with respect to the bulk (d, x# dw/2).
Ion partitioning is driven by an attractive chemical potential
Ui, which is constant for each ionic species i. For 0 # x , d
the PBE is transformed into the following equation for a 1:1
electrolyte, assuming the dielectric constant is equal to that
of bulk water:
d
2u
dx
2 ¼ 
qeCN
e0e
ðeðqeu1U1Þ=kBT1 e1ðqeuUÞ=kBTÞ: (29)
By setting U1/N for 0# x, d we exclude the cations
from the lipid layer. The resulting equation has then an analy-
tical solution, which is as follows for monovalent anions
((34,111); E. Leontidis, L. Belloni, and A. Aroti, unpub-
lished data):
CðxÞ ¼ C0
cos
2 Yx
d
	 
; (30)
where Y is a dimensionless parameter deﬁned as
Y ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pLBNAVC0d
2
q
: (31)
C0 is the anion concentration at x ¼ 0, given by:
C0 ¼ CNexp qeu0  U
kBT
 
; (32)
and LB is the Bjerrum length
LB ¼ q
2
e
4pee0kBT
: (33)
At x ¼ d the electrostatic potentials and electric ﬁelds
(E ¼ =u) calculated in the two regions must match. The
following two conditions can then be derived:
qefd ¼ U1 kBTln
C0
CNcos
2
Y
 
(34)
YtanY ¼ kd sinh qeud
2kBT
: (35)
For a given U using a combination of Eqs. 31, 34, and 35
one can compute ud, C0, and Y, and then the complete
electrostatic potential proﬁle in the region between two bi-
layers. The electrostatic contribution to the total osmotic
pressure exerted between the lipid bilayers is calculated us-
ing Eq. 14 as before. The electrostatic potential fmed at the
midplane can be calculated from Eq. 28, once fd is known.
Finally, the electrostatic contribution to the free energy per
mol lipid in the context of this model is as follows ((34); E.
Leontidis, L. Belloni, and A. Aroti, unpublished data):
DFele ¼ 2xbRTtanh qeud
4kBT
 
1
YaLRT
2pLBd
ð2tanY  YÞ: (36)
Equations 23 and 36 differ only in the second term of the
right-hand side, since the ﬁrst term is the contribution of the
diffuse double layer. Sodium partitioning in the diffuse lipid
layer can be treated quite easily in this model, but the solu-
tion of Eq. 29 must then be found numerically. The osmotic
pressure is obtained again from Eq. 14, with properly com-
puted values of the midplane potential, fmed. The electro-
static free energy per mol of lipid is obtained numerically
from the integral:
DFele ¼ RT
Z 12 e e0ð=uÞ
2
1CN
 11 qeu
kBT
 
exp qeu1U1
kBT
 
1 11 qeu
kBT
 
exp
qeu U
kBT
 
1 2Qðx  dÞ
2
4
3
5
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>;
dx; (37)
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where Q is a Heavyside step function (E. Leontidis,
L. Belloni, and A. Aroti, unpublished data).
Fitting the osmotic pressure
isotherms: discussion
Fitting the DPPC/Water isotherm
The detailed ﬁtting analysis required to reduce the param-
eters of the perpendicular EOS to an absolute minimum starts
from the ﬁt of the logPdw in the absence of electrolytes,
hence in the absence of the electrostatic repulsion. This al-
lows the comparison with older literature results (6,51,
59,112). The computed ﬁtting parameters are then adjusted
in the case of salts, the electrostatic force added, and the
binding or partitioning parameters generated. To ﬁt the exper-
imental logPdw curves one must take into consideration
the four parameters P0, l, kc, and H in Eqs. 10, 11 or 12, and
13. In principle one should use the full model equations
containing all the adjustable parameters and carry out a non-
linear regression procedure to simultaneously ﬁt all param-
eters to the data. However, this would only be feasible if
a large number of experimental points were available. We
have therefore chosen a different ﬁtting process, which is de-
scribed in more detail in Appendix I. Several alternative sets
of parameters can be used to ﬁt the logPdw experimental
results for DPPC bilayers in pure water equally well.
Assuming the power-law expression (Eq. 11) for the undu-
lation force, and for values of the Hamaker constant, H, in
the range of 0.8–1.2 kBT, one can ﬁnd reasonable (according
to the literature) values for the bending rigidity, which pro-
vide excellent ﬁts to the data. In general, it was found that
excellent ﬁts were obtained for H ¼ (1.0 6 0.2) kBT, l ¼
(2.55 6 0.05) A˚, P0 ¼ (8.67 6 0.06) 3 108 Pa and a wide
range of kc values (from 9 to 30 kBT). Similarly, if one uses
the exponential expression of Eq. 12 for the undulation force,
one can ﬁnd reasonable values for the bending rigidity and
get excellent ﬁts to the data. In Supplementary Fig. S1, a and
b, in Supplementary Material we present the best ﬁtting
curves for DPPC in water for the two different ﬂuctuation
force expressions.
Comparing the results found here and those reported in
Table 1 by other researchers we notice that the present param-
eters do not agree closely with those found by other research
groups in the past (6,51,59,112). This may be due to the fact
that Lis et al. (112) and Rand et al. (6) calculated the hydra-
tion coefﬁcient, P0, and hydration length, l, without taking
into account the maximum swelling point. McIntosh et al.
(51) used an additional exponential steric repulsive force to
ﬁt the force curve of DPPC in pure water. McIntosh et al.
(51) and Petrache et al. (59) used a different way to deﬁne the
water bilayer separation (using the electron density proﬁle of
the bilayers), and in addition they used the exponential form
of the ﬂuctuation force. Thus signiﬁcant differences can be
expected between the parameters reported and those from
this work, although the results of Petrache et al. (59) are in
fair agreement with the results obtained by us with the expo-
nential ﬂuctuation force. In conclusion, it can be said that
the values found for the different parameters over the years are
strongly model-dependent, and as a result no perfect agree-
ment can be found.
Fitting the DPPC/electrolyte isotherms using
the binding model
The experimental logPdw curves for DPPC in the presence
of salt solutions of different concentrations are ﬁtted ac-
cording to the following procedure: All the parameters that
have been obtained (P0, l, and kc) using the conditional
ﬁtting for DPPC in water (as explained before) are kept un-
changed. P0 and l should not change since the experimental
data at all salt concentrations and for all salt types converge
at high P, in agreement with previous observations in the
literature (8); kc should decrease slightly in the presence of
salt solutions (30) but the decrease is expected to be small
(;kBT) compared to the values actually used in this work,
and thus is not taken into account. The Hamaker constant
should decrease by ;50% according to existing theory
(28,29), and in agreement with the recent work by Petrache
et al. (23), who found a gradual decrease of the Hamaker
constant for neutral PC multilamellar vesicles with KBr or
KCl concentration to values ,50% of that in the absence of
salt. A binding constant KA (M
1) for the anions is intro-
duced that determines the electrostatic repulsive force gen-
erated between the lipid bilayers due to anion adsorption.
Different values for the binding constant are used until
the best ﬁt to the experimental results is found. The results
TABLE 1 Parameter values from several fits to logPdw force curves for DPPC in water at 50C
DPPC/Water parameters Lis et al. (112)* Rand et al. (6) McIntosh et al. (51) Petrache et al. (59) Aroti et al. (this work)y
H (kT) 0.75 – – 0.70 1.16 0.70 1.80 1.0 6 0.2 1.8 6 0.2
P0 (Pa) 10
9.99 109.38 g 1010 c 107.6 108 107.96 107.76 109 109.4
l (A˚) 2.2 2.55 g 2.13 c 1.38 1.97 1.97 2.39 2.55 6 0.05 2.10 6 0.1
kc (kT) – – – 25 12 24 24 9 to 30 35 6 2
K (dyne/cm2) – – 145 – – – – – –
*Values taken from the literature cited in the table.
yValues were obtained in this work using a power-law (left column) and an exponential expression (right column) for the undulation force.
g, gravimetric method; c, compressibility method.
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reported below have all been obtained with the power-law
form of the ﬂuctuation force. The behavior observed with the
exponential ﬂuctuation force was similar, with some differ-
ences in the numerical values of the various parameters, and
will not be discussed further.
In a ﬁrst round of calculations we have neglected sodium
binding on the DPPC headgroups, as has been done in the past
by most researchers in the ﬁeld (23,92–98), and have based
our calculations on Eqs. 21–23. As a general observation, the
logPdw curves (including the maximum swelling point)
of DPPC in the presence of low salt concentrations (0.05 and
0.1 M) using the binding model, cannot be ﬁtted at all, unless
the Hamaker constant is allowed to increase very substan-
tially. Even thus, for a 0.5-M salt concentration a very large
binding constant must be used to ﬁt the experimental
logPdw data. It would appear that an additional repulsive
force is required to ﬁt the experimental results for DPPC both
in NaSCN and NaI salt solutions of concentration 0.5 M (see
Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3 in Supplementary Material).
To improve the ﬁt and reduce the binding constant to values
comparable to those found for the lower NaSCN and
NaI concentrations we must assume a physically unrealistic
Stern layer for Na1 adsorption (4–8 A˚) (results not shown).
This is not an acceptable solution, since the Pauling radius
for Na1 is only 1 A˚ (80–82). Stern layers are more mean-
ingful at rigid interfaces and not at this ﬂuid interface at
50C. The fact that the Hamaker constant must increase so
much raises serious doubts about the ﬁtting process, because
theoretically the low frequency part of the Hamaker constant
must decrease in the presence of a salt solution by a factor
proportional to exp(2kdw), where k1 is the Debye length
of the solution (23,28,29,54). At high salt concentration, as the
water refractive index approaching that of the lipids (34,113),
even the high frequency contribution to the Hamaker con-
stant may decrease, as demonstrated by Petrache et al. (23).
We thus anticipate that the Hamaker constant will be reduced
by at least 50% when salts are present. It is therefore neces-
sary to question the assumption that the osmotic pressure
goes to zero at the maximum swelling point. The presence of
minute amounts of impurities could increase the osmotic
pressure at the maximum swelling point to a value of 100–
200 Pa, which is extremely hard to detect and measure pre-
cisely. There exists also the possibility of equilibrium of
the swollen bilayers with a system of vesicles under tension
(114,115). During any multilayered vesicle formation pro-
cess, the outer layers in onion-like structures are under lateral
stress. As a result, at ‘‘osmotic equilibrium’’ the compression
due to tensile stresses of the outer layers dominate the residual
osmotic pressure, which may be of the order of 100–200 Pa,
as was discussed by Diamant et al. (116). A less likely pos-
sibility, given the extremely low solubility of DPPC (117), is
the salting-in of lipids by the chaotropic salts, which might
increase their solubility in solution. Other possible argu-
ments in favor of a nonzero osmotic pressure at maximum
swelling will be discussed later.
As a result, we decided to ﬁt the experimental logPdw
results without taking into account the maximum swelling
point. A value half of that found for DPPC in water (H ¼ 0.4
kBT) was assumed for the Hamaker constant. Fig. 2, a and b,
show the best ﬁtting curves found for DPPC in the presence
of NaSCN of various concentrations using the binding
model. Similar ﬁtting curves are obtained for DPPC in the
presence of NaI, NaNO3, and NaBr. Table 2 shows the best
binding constants for each salt concentration obtained
without the maximum swelling point. The results in Fig. 2
and Table 2 imply that an ever increasing binding constant
must be assumed as electrolyte concentration increases to pro-
vide good ﬁts to the data. The increase of KA at 0.5 M NaSCN
is excessive, corresponding to complete surface saturation
FIGURE 2 (a) Fitting curves obtained from the binding model for DPPC
in the presence of 0.05 M (n) and 0.1 M (h) NaSCN (excluding the max-
imum swelling point). Hamaker constant¼ 0.4 kBT.KA¼ 3.5 M1 andKA¼
4.0 M1 for NaSCN concentration 0.05 and 0.1 M, respectively. (b) Fitting
curves obtained from the binding model for DPPC in the presence of 0.5 M
NaSCN (excluding the maximum swelling point). Hamaker constant ¼ 0.4
kBT. KA ¼ 200 M1 (solid line) and KA ¼ 300 M1 (dotted line).
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with ions. The binding constants reported in Table 2 are
clearly not thermodynamic quantities, and only indicate
qualitatively that the salts examined here follow the Hof-
meister series. An additional attempt to ﬁt the NaSCN data at
0.5 M was made by setting KA equal to 3.5 M
1 (the value
found at 0.05 M) and allowing the Hamaker constant to
gradually decrease. The curves in Fig. 3 show that even set-
ting the Hamaker constant equal to zero in the high salt case
will not lead to consistency between the low salt and high
salt data.
Finally, we have repeated the calculations assuming that
sodium binds to the lipids as well and using Eqs. 24–27 for
the electrostatics. Fig. 4 and Table 3 summarize the ﬁndings,
which were very similar to those in the absence of sodium
binding. It is possible to ﬁnd several pairs of sodium and
anion binding constants that produce good ﬁts to the osmotic
pressure curves at low electrolyte concentrations, although
even then a slight tendency for larger binding constants is
observed at 0.1 M. When the concentration increases to 0.5
M it is no more possible to ﬁt the data in a reasonable way,
excessive values of the anion binding constant being needed.
We therefore conclude that sodium binding will not explain
the high salt results for NaI or NaSCN.
Fitting the DPPC/electrolyte isotherms using the
diffuse lipid layer model
The previous calculations might be viewed as proof that the
local anion binding model does not work in the DPPC bi-
layers. We have therefore carried out ﬁtting calculations us-
ing the model of ionic partitioning into the lipid layer. A
ﬁtting procedure similar to that for the binding model was
used (maximum swelling was not taken into account). The
thickness of the diffuse lipid layer was set equal to d ¼ 4 A˚,
which is roughly the average headgroup size of a DPPC mol-
ecule, excluding the glycerol group (6,10,118), but values
as large as 10 A˚ have also been examined. The lipid layer
thickness was kept ﬁxed (d ¼ 4 A˚) for all concentrations of
all salts to avoid the introduction of an additional adjustable
parameter. Calculations using different values of d provide
comparable ﬁts to the data with different values of Ui (see
Eq. 38 below). The ﬁtting curves are very similar to those
FIGURE 3 Fitting curves obtained from the binding model for DPPC in
the presence of 0.5 M NaSCN, setting KA ¼ 3.5 M1 and allowing the
Hamaker constant to decrease and eventually drop to zero. The values for H
are 0.8 kBT (solid line), 0.4 kBT (long-dashed line), 0.2 kBT (short-dashed
line), and zero (dotted line).
TABLE 2 Fitted binding constants of anions A on the
headgroups of DPPC molecules for different concentrations of
NaA salt solutions
Binding constants
Concentration/M KBr/M
1 KNO3/M
1 KI/M
1 KSCN/M
1
0.05 – – 0.9 6 0.1 3.5 6 0.1
0.1 0.2 6 0.1 0.4 6 0.1 1.6 6 0.1 4.0 6 0.1
0.5 .0.4 .0.8 .100 .200
FIGURE 4 Fitting curves obtained from the binding model for DPPC in
the presence of 0.1 M NaSCN with different binding constants for sodium
(excluding the maximum swelling point). Hamaker constant ¼ 0.4 kBT.
TABLE 3 Fitted binding constants of anions I and SCN on
the headgroups of DPPC molecules for different concentrations
of NaA salt solutions taking into account the binding of Na1 ions
Binding constants
Salt concentration ¼ 0.05 M
KNa/M
1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8
KI/M
1 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 3.3
KSCN/M
1 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 11.5
Salt concentration ¼ 0.1 M
KNa/M
1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8
KI/M
1 1.9 2.3 2.8 3.3 5.3
KSCN/M
1 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 13.0
Salt concentration ¼ 0.5 M
KNa/M
1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8
KI/M
1 No ﬁt
KSCN/M
1
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observed using the binding model, as shown in Fig. 5 for
DPPC in the presence of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.5 M NaSCN
solutions. Similar results were also obtained for NaI. The
interaction potentials U of the anions, obtained from these
ﬁts are summarized in Table 4. These interaction potentials
depend on the anion used, but also on the concentration of
the electrolyte solution. The binding constants and interac-
tion potentials increase following the Hofmeister series of
anions Br , NO3 , I
 , SCN for the same salt
concentration; for different salt concentrations the interaction
potentials increase with concentration. Generally, the bind-
ing constants of anions estimated using the binding model
demonstrate the same behavior as the interaction potentials,
U. In fact, the binding constants of anions obtained from
the binding model can be roughly transformed to interaction
potentials using the following approximate expression. This
approximate expression is derived by combining the charge
regulation expression, Eq. 21, with the U viewed as a
partitioning parameter: [A]LL/[A
]s ¼exp(bU), where
[A]LL is the mean concentration of ion A
 within the lipid
layer ([A]LL ¼[LA]/d to use the terminology of Eq. 21).
aLdNAVe
UA
kBT  KA: (38)
The partitioning model has also been extended by assum-
ing that sodium partitions in the lipid layers as well. The
results are summarized in Table 5 and a plot of ﬁtting curves
is provided in the Supplementary Material (Supplementary
Fig. S4). Once more it can be seen that introducing a stronger
sodium-lipid interaction does not allow ﬁtting the osmotic
pressure results over the entire salt concentration range. The
problem observed at 0.5 M is thus a genuine effect, which
illustrates that some important aspect is missing from the
modeling platform adopted here. The problem is apparently
not connected to the way that the electrostatic boundary con-
dition at the lipid surfaces is handled.
Fitting the ion competition experiments using
the binding model
The results of the ion-competition experiment described in
the ﬁrst article of this series were ﬁtted as follows. Brieﬂy,
all the parameters that have been obtained (P0, l, and kc) us-
ing the conditional ﬁtting for DPPC in pure water (no sodium
binding, power-law ﬂuctuation force) were kept unchanged.
The Hamaker constant was taken equal to H ¼ 0.4 kBT, a
value half of that found for DPPC in pure water. The electro-
static contribution to the osmotic pressure was calculated
taking into account a single binding constant value for the
chloride anion and a single KA for the iodide anion at a total
salt concentration [NaCl]1[NaI] ¼ 0.1 or 0.5 M, respec-
tively. The binding constants of individual ions were
calculated by considering the limiting cases of single electro-
lyte systems. The binding constant of chloride on DPPC was
calculated from the data for pure NaCl as salt, by ﬁtting the
value of the water bilayer separation dw at a total osmotic
pressure logP equal to 4.6 Pa. Similarly, the binding con-
stant of iodide on DPPC was obtained from the data for pure
NaI. The calculated binding constants were then used to ﬁt
the experimental results obtained when both NaI and NaCl
are present at ﬁxed total [NaCl]1[NaI] concentration. The
FIGURE 5 Fitting attempts with the binding model for the interbilayer
water thickness of DPPC in mixtures of NaCl and NaI salt solutions at
concentrations 0.1 and 0.5 M. A power-law-ﬂuctuation force and no sodium
binding is assumed. The osmotic pressure in all these experiments was set
equal to logP¼ 4.6. Total [NaCl]1[NaI]¼ 0.1 M (d) and [NaCl]1[NaI]¼
0.5 M (s).
TABLE 4 Fitted interaction potentials of anions A with the
DPPC headgroup layer for different concentrations of NaA
salt solutions
Concentration/M 0.05 M 0.1 M 0.5 M
Salts U/kBT U/kBT U/kBT
NaBr – 0.3 0.9
NaNO3 – 0.9 1.6
NaI 1.7 2.3 6.3
NaSCN 3.1 3.2 7.0
TABLE 5 Fitted interaction potentials of the SCN ion with
the DPPC headgroup layer for different concentrations of NaA
salt solutions taking into account the partitioning of Na1 ions in
that layer
Partitioning constants
Salt concentration ¼ 0.05 M
UNa/kBT 2.52 1.52 0.52 0.12 0.52 1.52 2.52
USCN/kBT 3.00 3.05 3.25 3.50 3.65 4.25 4.85
Salt concentration ¼ 0.1 M
UNa/kBT 2.52 1.52 0.52 0.12 0.52 1.52 2.52
USCN/kBT 3.25 3.30 3.50 3.70 3.90 4.50 5.30
Salt concentration ¼ 0.5 M
UNa/kBT 2.52 1.52 0.52 0.12 0.12 0.52 1.52 2.52
USCN/kBT No ﬁt
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ﬁtting attempts are shown in Fig. 5 for total [NaCl]1[NaI]¼
0.1 and 0.5 M. At 0.1 M the experimental results are ﬁtted
quite well using the binding constants obtained for the pure
electrolyte systems, in agreement with the recent results of
Petrache et al. (23), who carried out similar competition ex-
periments for the KBr/KCl pair. At 0.5 M total salt con-
centration, however, dw is no more a linear function of the
salt concentration ratio, and the binding model performs
quite poorly. The surprising minimum observed experimen-
tally is not reproduced by the model. This result further dem-
onstrates that there is a missing element in the models, which
plays an important role at high concentrations of adsorbing
salts.
Fitting the lateral EOS: discussion
We have veriﬁed that the combination of Eqs. 17, 18, and 20
can reproduce the equilibrium area per molecule for DPPC
bilayers in the absence of salts (;70 A˚2 per molecule).
However, it is not clear how to reproduce the dehydration-
induced decrease of the area per molecule in the presence of
nonpenetrating electrolytes. In addition, the model free en-
ergy minimum is rather deep, so that when the electrostatic
free energy is added it is not possible to shift it in a mea-
surable way in the presence of a strongly binding salt. Fig. 6
summarizes model predictions for bilayers in pure H2O and
0.1 M and 0.5 M NaSCN and juxtaposes them to the
experimental results of the previous article (1). The electro-
static free energy was calculated with the partitioning model,
but the choice of electrostatic model does not make a dif-
ference at all. We have used the interaction parameter USCN
¼ 3.2 kBT, which was found satisfactory for the perpen-
dicular EOS and for 0.05 M and 0.1 M NaSCN. If we use
Eqs. 17, 18, and 20 without any corrections and add the
electrostatic free energy, we see that the model does not pre-
dict any strong change of the area per molecule in contrast to
experiment. Modifying a0 to a01xbDai in Eq. 17 does not
make a difference as well, but if we also make the same
modiﬁcation in Eq. 18 then we obtain a measurable increase
of the predicted areas. Exactly the same behavior is observed
when Eq. 19 is used for the headgroup repulsions instead of
Eq. 18. A ﬁnal ‘‘improvement’’ is obtained if the confor-
mational free energy of Eq. 20 is ‘‘softened,’’ i.e., reduced,
by a factor of 2. The increase of the predicted area with salt
concentration is then considerable. However, it still appears
impossible to predict the maximum found experimentally at
0.1 M, which demonstrates that all these empirical lateral
free energy terms are missing some important aspect of the
salt-lipid interactions. The most surprising ﬁnding of this
exercise is that the purely electrostatic free energy may not
be the real reason for the lateral expansion of the bilayer
surface. The modiﬁcation of headgroup interactions and the
softening of the conformational free energy of the tails in
the presence of adsorbing salt appear to be responsible for
the large effect of the salt on the lipid molecular area.
Returning to the perpendicular EOS to explain
the high-salt discrepancy
A case for solution nonideality
Our theoretical tools were not found adequate when the
salt concentration became higher than 0.1 M. This is rather
unfortunate, since salt concentrations higher than 0.1 M are
typically encountered in many biological samples. What is
the origin of this discrepancy? One possible answer is that
solution nonidealities may be the answer to the ﬁtting prob-
lems encountered. The fact that two rather different models
for the treatment of the ion-lipid interaction provide very
similar results is an indication that the treatment of the dif-
fuse double layer may be at fault. Returning to Eq. 14 we
observe that the osmotic pressure is calculated both at the
midplane and in the reference solution using the ideal Van t’
Hoff’s law. This is not quite correct. For 0.5 NaSCN solu-
tions we know for example that the osmotic coefﬁcients be-
tween 0.1 and 0.7 M are in the range of 0.93–0.95 (120).
Working with a local thermodynamic approach the group of
Sanfeld and Defay provided 40 years ago a more general ex-
pression of the electrostatic contribution to the osmotic pres-
sure between two lipid surfaces in the presence of a fully
dissociating 1:1 electrolyte (121):
FIGURE 6 Fitting attempts for the lateral EOS. The headgroup areas of
DPPC molecules in bilayers for pure water and for 0.1 and 0.5 M NaSCN
solutions are compared to model predictions. The total osmotic pressure was
equal to logP¼ 4.20–4.30 in all cases. The solid curve is the combination of
Eqs. 17, 18, and 20, without modiﬁcation of a0. The dotted curve is the same
combination with a0 modiﬁed for anion adsorption only for Eq. 17. The
dashed curve is the same combination of equations with a0 modiﬁed for
anion adsorption for both Eqs. 17 and 18. The dashed-dotted curve is the
result of the combination of Eqs. 17, 19, and 20, with a0 modiﬁed in Eqs. 17
and 19, and the terms in Eq. 20 diminished by 50%. The symbols are the
experimental results of Aroti et al. (1) (d, NaSCN; s, NaI).
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In Eq. 39, nmed and nN are the osmotic coefﬁcients at the
midplane and in the reference solution, respectively, gi,med
and gi,N are the corresponding single ion activity coefﬁ-
cients, and yi are the ionic speciﬁc molar volumes. An order
of magnitude analysis shows that the term involving square
brackets in the denominator of Eq. 39 is of order 102 and
can be ignored. Equation 14 can be derived from Eq. 39 if we
set the activity coefﬁcient ratios and the osmotic coefﬁcients
equal to unity. Apparently this is not a good approximation at
high ionic strengths. In Fig. 7 we plotPele as a function of dw
for a 0.5 M NaSCN solution, as calculated from Eq. 39,
assuming: a), that the activity coefﬁcient ratios are equal to
one and nm ¼ nN ¼ 1.0 (case equivalent to Eq. 14); b), that
the activity coefﬁcient ratios are equal to one and nm¼ nN¼
0.943; and c), that the activity coefﬁcient ratios are equal
to one and nm ¼ 0.944, nN ¼ 0.943. It can be seen that
a difference of 0.001 between the osmotic coefﬁcients of
the midplane and the reference solution is indeed capable of
reproducing the increased repulsion observed in the perpen-
dicular EOS, and even of partly explaining the fact that the
osmotic pressure does not go to zero at maximum swelling
conditions. This is of course only a rough calculation, since
at large values of dw the two osmotic coefﬁcients should
eventually become identical, but it shows that analyzing
perpendicular EOS data from bilayer experiments requires
better bulk information for the electrolyte solutions. More
advanced theory is also needed. There is no currently accept-
able equation that provides single-ion activity coefﬁcients
and solution osmotic coefﬁcients within double layers, in
a situation where local electroneutrality does not hold.
Improved double layer models invariably start from statis-
tical mechanical approaches and are based on more complete
ion-pair distribution functions, sometimes involving ionic
hydration (82,90,91). Simple predictive equations of general
acceptance have not been developed to date however.
A case for ion-lipid headgroup interactions
The detailed analysis of the lateral EOS revealed that the
adsorption of chaotropic ions may modify intrabilayer free
energy terms and in particular the headgroup repulsions and
the conformational free energy of the lipid tails. Could this
modiﬁcation have an impact on the osmotic pressure as well?
This would only be the case if the ‘‘surface’’ terms were also
affected by the interbilayer distance dw. Take for example the
free energy term of Eq. 17 in the presence of ionic adsorp-
tion, where a0 has been replaced by a01xbDai. Differenti-
ation of this term in the spirit of Eq. 7, would provide an
osmotic pressure contribution:
Pst ¼ gDai
aL
@xb
@dw
 
aL ;T;nL
: (40)
Similarly, the headgroup interaction term of Eq. 18 would
provide an osmotic pressure contribution:
Phg ¼ kBT Dai
aLðaL  a0  xbDaiÞ
@xb
@dw
 
aL ;T;nL
: (41)
This raises the serious possibility that intrabilayer terms
can affect the osmotic pressure through the derivative of xb
with dw. From the basic theory of double-layer interaction
(53–55) we know that the osmotic pressure of two parallel
ﬂat plates decays exponentially with dw because it is roughly
proportional to u2med: Would the derivative in Eqs. 40 and 41
behave in the same way? We have calculated xb for the case
of 0.5 M NaSCN as a function of dw from the partitioning
model as the integral of anions found in the 4-A˚-thick lipid
layer, where anions partition, divided by the total number of
lipid molecules:
xb ¼ Atot
R d
0
NAVCSCNdx
nL
¼ aLNAV
Z d
0
CSCNdx: (42)
We have also numerically computed the derivative (@xb/
@dw) for this case using experimental for a range of exper-
imental dw values. Finally we have computed the median
electrical potential in the context of this model. In Fig. 8 we
plot the derivative (@xb/@dw) as a function of u2med and
FIGURE 7 Electrostatic osmotic pressure as a function of bilayer
separation using the ideal Van t’ Hoff law (dashed curve), Eq. 39 without
the activity coefﬁcients and setting the osmotic coefﬁcients (a) both equal to
unity (solid curve), (b) both equal to the literature value of 0.943 for bulk
0.5 M NaSCN (dotted curve), and (c) setting the midplane osmotic coefﬁcient
to 0.944 and the bulk osmotic coefﬁcient to 0.943 (dashed curve).
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observe a remarkable linearity. This is a clear indication that
any surface free energy term that is affected by the degree of
anion binding may provide ‘‘well-behaved’’ osmotic pres-
sure terms that may add up at high salt and low osmotic pre-
ssures to provide the apparent additional repulsion observed
experimentally. An order of magnitude analysis with Eqs. 40
and 41 shows that the expected pressures range from hundreds
to thousands of Pa! Because the lateral EOS analysis leaves
much to be desired we have not pursued this point further.
CONCLUSIONS
Perpendicular equation-of-state (osmotic pressure) data for
bilayers of DPPC in the presence of various salts can be ﬁtted
reasonably well at low salt concentrations using either a local
binding or an interfacial partitioning model for the ionic elec-
trostatic contribution to the osmotic pressure. A slight dis-
crepancy can, however, be detected between 0.05 and 0.1 M,
larger binding parameters being necessary for the higher
concentrations. The ion-lipid binding or partitioning con-
stants follow the Hofmeister series as expected. Single-salt
binding constants can be used to ﬁt the results of an
ion competition experiment between iodide and chloride, in
which the separation of the bilayers was measured at a spe-
ciﬁc osmotic pressure, keeping the total NaI1NaCl concen-
tration constant and varying the ratio of iodide to chloride in
the system.
The results are different at 0.5 M salt. Binding and par-
titioning models fail to reproduce the perpendicular EOS
with the same parameters as for small salt concentrations; in
fact, unnaturally large binding parameters are needed to ﬁt
the data. This difﬁculty is observed irrespectively of whether
the maximum swelling point is taken into account or not. A
similar behavior is observed in the ion competition exper-
iments. The binding constants of Cl and I obtained at 0.1
M cannot ﬁt the experimental results for a total NaI1NaCl
concentration equal to 0.5 M. Several explanations for this
failure of current theory may be put forward. It is possible
that in the presence of very high concentrations of chaotropic
ions the interface is considerably ‘‘softened’’ and the perpen-
dicular headgroup ﬂuctuations (protrusion forces) (50) in-
crease considerably. Another possibility is that the interfacial
rigidity increases, leading to stronger undulation repulsion,
although this is in contrast to theoretical considerations and
is not visible as increased peak broadening of the small-angle
x-ray scattering (SAXS) peaks for DPPC in the presence of
NaSCN (34). In fact, the SAXS peaks appear to become
thinner (less broad) as the electrolyte concentration increases
(results not shown). Petrache et al. (122) have also observed
that even at very high salt concentrations the membrane
rigidity (bending rigidity) was not altered, implying that the
repulsive ﬂuctuation force does not change in the presence of
salts.
Modeling approaches similar to ours have been used ex-
tensively in the past to ﬁt perpendicular EOS for lipid bi-
layers in the presence of salts (8). Fitting was always found
problematic at large concentrations. The recent work by
Petrache et al. (23) is a considerable step forward, after many
years in which real progress was not made, since they proved
that a careful modeling of the effect of electrolytes on the
Hamaker constant of the bilayers allows an almost quanti-
tative modeling of the perpendicular EOS at salt concentra-
tions up to 0.1 M. However, this work demonstrates that all
problems have not been solved, especially at higher salt con-
centrations and more strongly adsorbing ions.
The lateral EOS was also examined in this work to provide
additional information about the ion-lipid interaction. This
is one of very few examples (22,24,123) where a combined
ﬁtting of the lateral and perpendicular phospholipids EOS in
the presence of electrolytes is attempted. Our simple free
energy approach for the lateral EOS relied on information
obtained from ﬁtting the perpendicular EOS. The results are
not very encouraging. A reasonable compatibility appears to
exist between the lateral and the perpendicular EOS, with the
same binding constant probably satisfactory in both cases.
The lateral EOS calculations proved however that the present
phenomenological models are not satisfactory, since they do
not provide information on how to treat the case of strongly
adsorbing ions. We see indications that the adsorbed ions
may affect headgroup interactions and even tail conforma-
tional entropy. Currently no existing theory can describe in a
consistent way the effect of adsorbed ions on the lipid head-
group conformation and interactions. Simple approaches
such as that of Mbamala et al. (27) or elaborations of more
complex models, such as that of Stigter and Dill (74–76) may
provide insights in the near future. The very few existing
results from computer simulations of bilayers in the presence
of electrolytes other than NaCl suggest that large anions
FIGURE 8 Plot of the derivative (@xb/@dw) as a function of u2med for the
case of 0.5 M NaSCN. Both quantities were calculated using the ion-
partitioning model, an interfacial layer thickness of 4 A˚, and an interaction
parameter of 3.2 kBT for NaSCN.
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penetrate deeply into the lipid headgroup layer and may
affect the headgroup orientation and interactions (110).
Regarding the difﬁculty of explaining the osmotic pres-
sure results at high concentration of adsorbing salts, we have
put forward two tentative explanations in this work. On the
one hand we have argued that this discrepancy may have its
origin in the incomplete modeling of the diffuse double
layer, which does not incorporate ion hydration, activity, and
osmotic coefﬁcient effects. On the other hand we have found
evidence that intrabilayer free energy terms depending on the
‘‘degree of binding’’ may contribute to the osmotic pressure
of the bilayers in ways compatible with what is observed ex-
perimentally. This work highlights our relative ignorance
about ion-lipid interaction at interfaces, and points out the
need for more extensive experiments and better theory in this
area.
The deﬁnite answer about the mechanism of action of the
Hofmeister series in these soft lipid interfaces can be ap-
proached, if unique association constants of the ions with the
lipids are deduced from experiment. Only then it will be-
come possible to correlate these constants with ionic pro-
perties or ion-lipid and ion-water interactions and make real
progress toward the solution of this long-standing riddle.
APPENDIX I
To ﬁt the experimental logPdw curves, for a speciﬁc value of the Hamaker
constant, H, the hydration decay length, l, was set and the hydration
coefﬁcient, P0, was varied over a broad range of values. For each H, l, and
P0, we calculate the model deviation from the experimental points as a
sum of pointwise square deviations. The best value of P0 (for each l) is
considered to be that which leads to the smallest error. The procedure is
facilitated considerably by the fact that there are known limits in the values
that the different parameters can take. For example, the Hamaker constant
has been estimated to vary between 0.25 and 2.5 kBT (6,51,54,124), the
bending rigidity usually ranges between 10 and 50 kBT (125,126) for ﬂuid
bilayers, the hydration coefﬁcient ranges between 107.5 and 1010 Pa (5–
7,51), and the hydration decay length is expected to vary between 1.8 and
2.6 A˚ (6,51,59,112). These values are more or less established by various
studies on neutral and charged lipid bilayers that have been carried out in the
past 20–30 years.
For a speciﬁc value of the Hamaker constant (e.g., H ¼ 1.0 kBT) the
hydration decay length, l, is varied usually from 1.8 to 2.8 A˚. For each value
of l the error function is calculated for a total of 1000 different values of P0.
The bending rigidity, kc, is evaluated each time by requiring that the ﬁtting
curve passes exactly from the maximum swelling point. The same
theoretical analysis was followed for different values of the Hamaker
constant. The results show that the hydration decay length, l, and the
hydration coefﬁcient, P0, are not greatly inﬂuenced by the change of the
Hamaker constant.
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